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Pier 24 Photography presents ‘Secondhand’, an exhibition featuring artists who build

repositories of found images, from which they appropriate, construct, edit, and sequence

in order to create something entirely new. Through this process, their distinctly personal

approaches become as wide-ranging as their source material. The digital age has ushered

in a culture of curating. Blogs, along with websites like Instagram, Facebook, Pinterest,

and Flickr, enable users to not only produce and disseminate unique content, but also to

communicate through the editing, sequencing, and selection of existing material. These

online platforms have become a way of digesting and understanding the overabundance

of visual information circulating daily. As a result, the definition of the term curator has

expanded beyond the realm of highly educated art historians to include anyone engaged

with organizing content. It is no surprise that this curatorial impulse appears in the

practices of many contemporary artists, where the distinction between curator and

creator has become less defined.
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